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Overview
Despite adverse economic and business conditions, we

managed to achieve a healthy return of 10.3% on the average

net fixed assets employed in 2002-03 as a result of our prudent

financial management and tight control over costs. The

implementation of the Integrated Companies Registry

Information System (ICRIS) and the conversion of all microfiches

into digitised images is proceeding well and, by early 2005, we

shall have a fully electronic Companies Registry capable of

providing world-class services to our customers. We have also

made good progress regarding the implementation of the

recommendations arising from the reviews of company law and

corporate governance.
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Business Volumes
For the year ended 31 March 2003, a total of 53,549 new

companies were incorporated, an increase of 38.4% compared

with 38,692 in 2001-02. The number of dissolutions of

companies during the year rose by 33.3% to 57,454,

attributable to striking off defunct companies under section 291

of the Companies Ordinance, and the deregistration of defunct,

solvent private companies under section 291AA of the

Ordinance. As a result, the total number of local companies on

the public register on 31 March 2003 dropped to 504,246.

However, the total number of oversea companies registered

under Part XI of the Companies Ordinance stood at 6,804 on

31 March 2003, 284 more than the previous year. Movements

in volumes of other types of services were rather mixed.

2002-03 saw increases of 6.9% and 5.0% in the number of

documents filed and applications for changes of company

names respectively. On the other hand, there was a drop in

charges registration by 9.5% and microfilm searches by 2.8%.

Financial Results
The business turnover for the year ended 31 March 2003 was

$242.3 million, an increase of 0.1% over that for last year,

attributable largely to a significant increase in revenue from

incorporations. However, the exceptional income from late filing

of annual returns dropped substantially as a result of improved

levels of compliance. The net surplus for the year, after

deducting interest expenditure and taxation, amounted to $40.4

million, an increase of 15.1% compared with $35.1 million

recorded in 2001-02. The return on the average net fixed assets

employed was 10.3%.
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Efficiency and Productivity
The target of the Government’s Enhanced Productivity

Programme (EPP) is to achieve a cumulative enhanced

productivity equivalent to no less than 5% of savings in

recurrent expenditure by the year 2002-03. Up to 31 March

2003, we achieved cumulative savings of $19.2 million, or 9.6%

of our recurrent expenditure, well exceeding the 5% target. The

Registry measures the productivity of its activities in terms of

weighted output per man-day. In this respect, the department’s

overall productivity in 2002-03 increased by 1% compared to

2001-02. We will continue to strive for improvements in

efficiency and productivity wherever possible.

Customer Services
Customer services have always been one of the Registry’s

highest priorities and we constantly strive to ensure that our

services satisfy customers’ needs and expectations. To keep

customers updated of our performance and service standards,

the department publishes its performance targets and results

annually. For the year ended 31 March 2003, we have well

exceeded all our 14 service performance pledges in core

activities. We were pleased that our continuous efforts to

enhance customer services were recognised by the department

winning the Efficiency Award for small departments in the Civil

Serv ice Customer Serv ice Award Scheme 2002-03

“Outstanding Customer Service Award” competition. Through

our Customer Liaison Group, the annual customer survey and

visits to customers, we gather the information necessary to

continually enhance our services. As always, I would like to

express my gratitude and appreciation to all members of the

Customer Liaison Group for their service and contributions

throughout 2002-03.
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Over the past ten years, the Registry has achieved significant

improvements in service delivery. Our standard times for

processing the incorporation of a local company, the

registration of an oversea company, the registration of

documents for local companies and oversea companies and

the registration of charges are now 6, 22, 8, 8 and 9 working

days respectively, compared with 7, 38, 33, 47 and 12 working

days respectively required in 1993-94 when we started

operating as a trading fund.

Human Resources
As at 31 March 2003, the Registry employed 428 staff on

permanent pensionable or contract terms. The high quality of

the department’s staff is a key factor in ensuring that an ever

increasing workload and new challenges are handled efficiently

and imaginatively. As always, I would like to express my

heartfelt thanks to my colleagues for their hard work and

dedication over the past year. The Registry will constantly

support them by providing adequate training and a safe working

environment. I am confident that our highly innovative and

dedicated staff will continue to provide high quality services to

our customers to ensure the department’s continuing success.

Computerisation
The Companies Registry On-line Public Search System

(CROPS), which gives subscribers direct online access to key

company information in our expanded database, has been

running very smoothly. We have extended the contractual

period of CROPS to synchronise with the implementation of

Phase I of ICRIS so that customers can continue to conduct

on-line searches without interruption. In March 2003, we rolled

out the Government Office Automation (GOA) Extension

Programme, allocating personal computers to 53 staff including

those whose pay is on Master Pay Scale Point 34 and above,

personal secretaries and section heads.
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Strategic Change Plan
An integral part of the Strategic Change Plan is the

implementation of ICRIS which will be developed in two phases.

Phase I, estimated to be completed by the end of 2003/early

2004, will include the replacement of the existing computer

systems, document imaging, conversion of microfilm records

and online searches on current data and digitised images of

registered company documents kept in the Registry’s database.

Phase II, estimated to be completed by the end of 2004/early

2005, will include the implementation of online document

registration and incorporation. On the completion of both

phases, the Registry will be able to receive, process, store and

disseminate information electronically, providing very high

quality and cost-effective services to our customers throughout

the world.

Other Legal, Policy and Regulatory Issues
The department’s role and functions embrace a wide range of

legal, policy and regulatory issues in addition to those of a

‘companies registry’. The department is the Government’s

principal authority on company law reform and is playing a key

role in the Overall Review of the Companies Ordinance.

Furthermore, as the Standing Committee on Company Law

Reform (SCCLR) is undertaking an overall review of corporate

governance in Hong Kong, and the Companies Registry

provides the secretariat for the SCCLR, the department has a

critically important role in planning and co-ordinating the review.

In addition, I represent the Financial Secretary on the Council

of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants (HKSA). In this

respect, I have participated in the discussion of the proposals

to ‘open-up’ the membership of the HKSA’s Council and

investigation and disciplinary committees, and reform of the

accountancy profession’s existing self-regulatory regime.
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Review of the Companies Ordinance
The SCCLR’s report, published in February 2000, contained 62

recommendations including a mix of amendments to specific

sections of the Ordinance; topics which required further

research and study; and major structural proposals such as

re-writing and re-structuring the Ordinance. Virtually all the

proposals regarding amendments to specific sections of the

Ordinance have been included in the Companies (Amendment)

Bill 2002 which was enacted in July 2003. Work on topics

requiring further research and study has been undertaken in the

context of either the SCCLR Corporate Governance Review or

independently by the SCCLR. The results of some of this work

are contained in the Companies (Amendment) Bill 2003.

While the approach of introducing a series of companies

amendment bills to implement the company law reform is open

to and has been subject to a certain amount of criticism, it has

at least ensured that relatively straightforward and more urgent

reform measures can proceed relatively quickly instead of being

delayed unnecessarily by waiting for the overall ‘rewrite’ of the

Companies Ordinance. However, we have now gone to the

stage where the reform programme cannot proceed in the

context of a series of companies amendment bills alone but

has to be subject to the re-write of the Companies Ordinance.

To a large extent this is due to the nature of some of the

remaining topics for reform, e.g. the re-classification of

companies and the capital maintenance provisions, which have

repercussions throughout the Ordinance. Consequently, the

Administration is now considering the best way of taking

forward the rewrite of the Companies Ordinance.

Corporate Governance
Throughout the year, the SCCLR continued its comprehensive

review of corporate governance comprising directors’ duties

and responsibilities, shareholders’ rights and the disclosure of

corporate information. Phase II of the review was completed

in December 2002 and a consultation document setting out a
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large number of proposals was published for public consultation

on 11 June 2003. The public have until 30 September 2003

to submit their views. Depending on the outcome of the review,

appropriate amendments will be made to the Companies

Ordinance, the Listing Rules and the Code of Best Practice.

Our First Ten Years
In May 2003, the Registry celebrated the department’s tenth

year as an independent government department. Since I was

formally appointed as the Registrar of Companies for Hong

Kong on 1 May 1993, there has been a cont inuous

improvement both qualitatively and quantitatively of our facilities

and services, the details of which are given in this Report. At

present, the department is acknowledged to be one of the best

in the Government in terms of service delivery, and this year

we were awarded an Efficiency Award for small departments

in the Outstanding Customer Service Award Competition

organised by the Civil Service Bureau.

However, it was not always like this. I remember very clearly

my first day in the then Registrar General’s Department in

December 1990 as an Administrative Officer posted as the

Head of the then Companies Division with a mandate to reform

that division’s operations. My heart sank when I saw what I was

confronted with: totally inadequate and archaic accommodation

for the staff and public areas; an inordinate amount of space

taken up by paper filing systems; inefficient and process-driven

operational practices and procedures almost invariably

determined by legal precedent; a very hierarchical management

structure with very little initiative and independence encouraged

in, or indeed sought by, middle and lower management; and

the excessive times taken to incorporate companies and

register documents. However, we grasped the nettle of process

change and, over the past 10 years, the Companies Registry

has changed from being a department with paper-based,

manual systems and old style service attitudes to one using

computer systems and having a customer-focused service

culture.
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Our vision is to establish by early 2005 a fully computerised

Companies Registry providing world-class services to our

customers. The phased implementation of ICRIS, starting at the

end of 2003/early 2004, will lead the Registry into a new era

and provide the bed-rock of our development over the next ten

years. It will fully support the department’s operations for

receiving, processing, storing and disseminating information

electronically. This will lead to a significant reduction in the time

taken to process documents; more timely updating and

disclosure of company information; improved quality of

information; enhanced data security and integrity; and higher

productivity at reduced operating costs.

To maintain its position as an international financial and

business centre, Hong Kong must ensure that the level and

standard of our company law and corporate governance are

not just as good as but better than our competitors. In this

respect, the publication of the final consultation paper on the

SCCLR’s Corporate Governance Review is a very significant

development. We are also considering how best to take forward

the proposal to rewrite the Companies Ordinance.

Over the past ten years, the Registry’s focus has always been

on improving the quality of services provided to our customers.

Over the next ten years, the department will use its strengths ——

a state-of-the-art technology base, a powerful ‘brand’ name,

capable management and dedicated staff —— to tackle future

challenges with confidence and provide our customers in both

Hong Kong and around the world with continually enhanced

quality services.

G W E Jones, J.P.
Registrar of Companies and General Manager

Companies Registry Trading Fund
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Establishment of the Companies Registry as an independent Government
department on 1 May 1993, and as a Trading Fund department on 1 August 1993

Introduction of the computerised index of directors of listed companies

Renovation and refurbishment of the 13th and 14th floors of the Queensway
Government Offices

Full computerisation of the document index which keeps track of all the
documents filed by registered companies

Introduction of the CD-ROM service to provide a more convenient mode of
search on the Registry’s company name and document indices

Use of electronic signatures to sign certificates of incorporation to enable
certificates to be dispatched and the company name index updated earlier

Introduction of bilingual search (either English or Chinese) on the company
names and document indices, the directors’ index, and the register of
disqualification orders

De-regulation of statutory forms and the introduction of 13 new bilingual user-
friendly specified forms to replace the more commonly used forms

Launch of a homepage on the Internet to provide more information for easy
retrieval and specified forms for downloading

Launch of an online search for subscribers through the Internet on the
company name and document indices

Introduction of 26 new bilingual user-friendly specified forms thereby
completing the forms revision exercise

Commencement of the Strategic Change Plan study with the objective of
establishing, by 2005, a fully computerised system in the Registry to file,
process, register, and search information

Installation of an interactive voice telephone enquiry system to enhance the
telephone enquiry service

Introduction of the deregistration service to provide a quicker, simpler and
cheaper method to remove defunct, solvent private companies from the
register of companies

Introduction of an expanded database providing key company information
such as registered office address, share capital structure, and particulars of
directors and secretaries for searching at the Registry’s Offices

Launch of the Companies Registry On-line Public Search System (CROPS)
for online searching of key company information by subscribers at their offices

Enhancement of the services provided under CROPS including a new service
for delivering microfiches to customers through couriers

Completion of the feasibility study for the Integrated Companies Registry
Information System (ICRIS) to examine the system requirements and technical
specification, etc. for implementing electronic filing, electronic processing and
electronic search

Award of the contracts for the implementation of ICRIS Phase One and the
provision of microfiche and paper document conversion services to develop
a new integrated system for delivery of electronic services
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The Companies Registry’s Directorate


